PROVERBS 28:1
Do You Hear What I Hear?

Nurt the noise. But listen only to the voice that is still, sacred, and the source of sound.

If I listen to what people say - I will not hear the voice of my Creator. It does not matter if the people are speaking good or bad. It is my Creator that matters most. * If I react without thinking, or respond in thought or even participate in matters that distract me from the priorities of the Christ; then certainly I will lose sight of HIS Glory, forget my testimony, and end up lacking in Praise, Thanksgiving, and Worship. We, all must not be drawn away by the noise and vain sounds of people. Be careful even when it is the sound of the inner-me, which can sometimes be the enemy.

Daily, moment-by-moment, the sounds of rumor attack. The right action is to assume a position of gratitude. Remember our, my, FIRST LOVE. We cannot carelessly shake our fist at people nor can we mandate correction about other folks behaviors. But in order to make a true contribution, we are required to be spirit led, knowing that the Creator "NEVER" fails. And we never fail in our efforts when we do as the Creator wants what the Creator wants, how the Creator wants a thing or situation to be handled.
“DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR?”

JUST LIKE HEARING, SEEING IS A CHOICE. MOST IMPORTANT IS NOT WHAT WE SEE, BUT HOW WE SEE, HOW DO WE SEE CIRCUMSTANCES, PEOPLE AND SITUATION? CAN WE SEE WITHOUT JUDGING, OR IS OUR SEEING GROUNDED IN A BULLY NATURE, OR WE CAN MAKE A CHOICE TO THINGS IN THEIR BRIGHTEST LIGHT. IT DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY POWER TO CONdemn PEOPLE. IT DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY POWER TO DO NOT CARE. BUT REAL MUSCLE AND EFFORT ARE NEEDED TO HEAR THE ACCURATE WORDS OF INSTRUCTION AND TRUTH. IF THE CHOICE IS TO REACT AND RESPOND BETTER, THEN WE ARE GOING TO HAVE TO CREATE “HOW” WE DO THINGS NOT JUST “WHAT.” THE “HOW” IS THE QUALITY AND ALLOWS US TO ACCESS A PATH THAT ALLOWS RIGHT ACTS TO FLOW “THROUGH” US. SO DON’T JUST WANT TO DO BETTER BUT LISTEN TO WHAT IS BEING SPOKEN AND POURED OUT FROM A HIGHER LEVEL, A DEEPER PLACE, THAT WILL ALWAYS PROVIDE CLARITY, SPECIFIC CARE AND MOST OF ALL—THERE IS A SACRED SOUND THAT IS ALWAYS WAITING FOR US TO REMEMBER THAT THE CREATOR IS GOOD, THE CREATOR IS GREAT, AND THE “CREATOR” IS ALL THESE THINGS “THROUGH US.”

DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR?

I Am An African Classic